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1. Save The Planet Intro


(Instrumental) 
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2. Don’t Waste Water


In the summer when it’s really hot
The grass and plants like to drink a lot

Don’t use a hose on the flowerbed
Fill up a watering can instead

A river, a reservoir, a lake or a loch
If they were gone we’d be in for a shock

Chorus…
Don’t waste water, there’s none to spare

Don’t waste water, have a little care
Make some changes, even if they’re small

Don’t waste water, it's vital to us all

When you’ve been running around all day
Riding your bike, going out to play

Take a shower don’t run a bath
You’ll cut your water use by half

A river, a reservoir, a lake or a loch
If they were gone we’d be in for a shock

Chorus

A river, a reservoir, a lake or a loch
If they were gone we’d be in for a shock

Chorus

Put water in the kettle, but don’t use a lot
Just enough to fill the teapot

A river, a reservoir, a lake or a loch
If they were gone we’d be in for a shock

Chorus (repeat)
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3. Carbon Footprint


Don’t keep watching the telly
Think of something else to do

Playing in the garden
Doesn’t add to C02

What's your carbon footprint?
Is it high or low?
Do you know?

Chorus…
We are polluting our planet

Spoiling our earth
We've got to realise

What our World is worth
Carbon footprints

How much C02 you make
Cut your bad emissions

For our planet’s sake

Try not using the car
When you’ve got some place to go

Make that journey by train
The C02 levels are low

What's your carbon footprint?
Is it high or low?
Do you know?

Chorus (repeat)
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4. What A Load Of Rubbish


Looking at things around me
It’s clear to see where they should be

There's special places and proper spaces
For metal and plastic and even elastic

When I watch what people do
We throw away too much, that's true
Old wood and wire and even a tyre

Chorus…
What a load of rubbish

Piling so high, touching the sky, oh me oh my
I'm glad to know it wasn't just me

That put it there for all to see

If I take a look in a skip
Or when I go visit the tip

The rubbish is stinking, are people thinking?
There's TVs and cans and old broken fans

When I watch what people do
We throw away too much, that's true

Cardboard with backing and thrown-away packing

Chorus

What a load of rubbish
We don't seem to care

Look at your street, rubbish is there
Rubbish, rubbish, rubbish, it's everywhere

Chorus
I'm glad to know it wasn't just me

That put it there for all to see
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5. Dolphin’s Friend


Some tuna fishermen use nets
They are a pest

Dolphins get caught up in them
And quickly get distressed

They twist and turn but can’t get out
And soon die

It’s cruel to see the pointless waste
There is no reason why

Chorus…
Become a dolphin’s friend
Before you go and spend
You bought a tin of tuna

I should have told you sooner
They'll die out in the end

Some tuna fishermen use rods
They are the best

They only catch the tuna
Safe for all the rest

The dolphins don’t come to harm
They don’t have to die

The fishermen catch their tuna
But the dolphins swim right by

Chorus (repeat)
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6. Energy


Chorus…
Energy, we must save energy

It's down to you and me
Cut fuel bills too

Energy, we must save energy
Let's work collectively

Here's what to do

Don’t turn up your central heating
If you are feeling a chill

Put on an extra layer of clothing
Cut down your bills

Chorus

Turn down the temperature dial
On your washing machine

You’ll save a little more energy
Your clothes will still be clean

Chorus

Energy, it's down to me and you
Energy, cut fuel bills too

Energy
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7. Junk Modelling


One, two, three, four…
Junk modelling, junk modelling
Junk modelling, junk modelling

Cardboard tubes and yogurt pots
Plastic straws and string with knots

Empty boxes large and small
Paper clips and a ping-pong ball

Put it all together with a touch of glue
Now you’ve made something new

Chorus…
Junk modelling, junk modelling

Make something new today
Don’t throw your junk away

Junk modelling, junk modelling
So come on, let's have some fun it's time to play

Scraps of paper, cardboard too
Bottle tops from some old shampoo

Paper bags and bubble wrap
Bits of wool and a toothpaste cap

Put it all together with a touch of glue
Now you’ve made something new

Chorus

Plastic bottles, a soft drink can
Foil trays and a worn out pan

Polystyrene cup and plate
Old discarded wooden crate

Put it all together with a touch of glue
Now you’ve made something new

Chorus
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8. Leave The Car At Home


We all love to drive along
In our comfy car

But maybe there's a better way
If your journey isn't far

There's a simple remedy
The answer's plain to see

Chorus…
Leave the car at home

Ride your bike go anyway you like but
Leave the car at home

If you haven't far to roam

Traffic just pollutes
Our lovely, clean fresh air

We're poisoning our atmosphere
It's time we took more care
There's a simple remedy
The answer's plain to see

Chorus x 2

So if we want to go to town
Or maybe to the shops

Walk there, it's so healthy
Let's pull out all the stops
There's a simple remedy
The answer's plain to see

Chorus (repeat)
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9. Litterbug


Think about what you've been told
If there's litter lying in the road

When you've finished with a box
That's when the litterbug always knocks

Drop it, throw it, kick it anywhere
Chuck it on the floor...if you dare

Chorus…
When you see a rubbish bin

Make sure that you throw it in
Don't be a litterbug! Bug! Bug! Bug! Bug!

When you see a rubbish bin
Make sure that you throw it in

Don't be a litterbug! Bug! Bug! Bug! Bug!

Keep it tidy, keep it clear
Or the litterbug will soon appear

Get a can and have a drink
But when you've finished it start to think

Drop it, throw it, kick it anywhere
Chuck it on the floor...if you dare

Chorus (repeat)
Don't be a litterbug!
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10. Living In A Greenhouse


All across the Earth, there are changes
Just look to the weather

From the deepest sea to the mountain ranges
We've got to act together

Water vapour, carbon dioxide
They are the greenhouses gases

The levels of methane have multiplied
It's getting worse, as time passes

Chorus…
Living in a greenhouse ain't much fun

The Earth's getting hotter
With the heat from the sun

We're burning too much fuel, all our oil and coal
We're living in a greenhouse

It's out of control

All across the world there are signs
We can't ignore them forever

From the North Pole to the South, read between the lines
It is now or never

So switch off TVs when not in use
That goes for computers too

Turn off lights when we leave a room
There's more that we can do

It's up to me and you

Chorus (repeat)
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11. Packaging Problems


I'm in a shop
Looking for something for tea
Buy some veg, buy some fruit
And get a bag for life for free

Now I'm at home
Unwrapping all the food I bought

Plastic trays, plastic bags
I better give this thought

I won't throw away so
This is what I say…

Chorus…
I've got a packaging problem
There's so much to choose

I've got to check what to recycle
What I can reuse

Plastic, glass, there's no excuse
There's too much to lose

I'm in a store
Looking for some party treats
Buy some cake and ice cream
Not forgetting bags of sweets

Now I'm at home
There is such a lot to do

Cardboard trays, cans and tins
I better think this through

I won't throw away so
This is what I say…

Chorus (repeat)
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12. Plant A Tree

So what have we done?
We're building so fast where have the forests gone?

They make oxygen
And store up all the carbon

That we all produce
So let's put something back
Or else there ain't no use

Chorus…
Plant a tree, plant a tree

Plant a tree for me
Maybe you could plant a tree
B’cause trees clean up the air

So if you really care
Maybe you could plant a tree

Just look at the leaves
All the lovely colours that nature weaves

So gather some seeds
Take some home to plant

And in a year or two saplings start to grow
The cycle starts anew

Chorus (repeat)
Maybe you could plant a tree
Maybe you could plant a tree
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13. Pond Life

Pond life
It's so cool, it’s

Pond life
Make a pond at school or at home

In your garden
Get digging with a spade

Pond life beetles hide, it's 
Pond life

Your pond will provide a new home
To frogs and snails

What a difference you have made

Chorus…
Pond life

Look at all the creatures found In pond life
Animals will gather round

By digging a pond
You'll be helping the natural world

Pond life sticklebacks, it’s
Pond life

Toads relax, while birds feast on bugs
As a newt shoots past looking for some shade

Chorus

Pond life, take care of
Pond life, it's a unique life

Don't let it go....

Chorus 
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14. Reduce Reuse Recycle


There's a lot we can do
To save old planet earth

Cut down what we throw away
Reuse for what it's worth
Plastic, glass and paper

Even cans and tins
Recycle everything we can

And everybody wins

Chorus…
It's a simple message

It's easy once you know
Reduce, reuse, recycle
Reduce, reuse, recycle

It's a simple message and
It's easy once you know
Reduce, reuse, recycle

Use batteries you can recharge
Refill your printer ink

Before you bin your rubbish
Wait, just stop and think

Can it be recycled?
Can it be reused?

Reduce the waste we generate
No need to be confused

Chorus (repeat)
Reduce, reuse, recycle
Reduce, reuse, recycle
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15. Tick Tock (The Rain Forest)


Rainforests are disappearing
And we're nearing (the point of no return)

You see, trees make oxygen
From CO2, so we'll be sorry when

They are a thing of the past

Chorus…
Tick tock, tick tock

Every minute of the hour on the clock
We're cutting down the rainforest block by block

The size of fifteen football fields
Tick tock, tick tock

If you think it doesn't matter, you're in for a shock
All the damage we are doing has got to stop

It's time to seal the deal

Rainforests are wiped out fast
But will they last (the point of no return)

You see, trees make oxygen
From CO2, so we'll be sorry when

They are a thing of the past

Chorus

Are they a thing of the past?

Chorus
It's time to seal the deal
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16. We Love The Earth


Leaves, trees
The soft warm breeze

Bees buzz and birds that sing
Ripe fruits

Lizards and newts
All these are precious things

Deep blue seas and deserts of sand
If we could hold them in the palm of our hand

Then we could see how priceless they are
For all of Earth’s creatures, near and far

We love the Earth, this is our home
Let's keep it safe, for the children to roam

All the things in this world do belong
Where would we be if they're gone?

A day at the park
Playing games ‘til it's dark

Sunshine brightens up our day
Fresh air

The wind in our hair
Raindrops wash our troubles away

Snow covered mountains and lakes
Careful steps are all that it takes

Then we could see how priceless they are
For all of Earth’s creatures, near and far

We love the Earth, we love the Earth
We love the Earth, we love the Earth
We love the Earth, we love the Earth
We love the Earth, we love the Earth
All the things in this world do belong
Where would we be if they're gone?
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17. Save The Planet Outro

(Instrumental)
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